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"By introducing OPTITOOL, we were able to make the dispatching
process much more transparent.We were able to realize cost savings on
deliveries."

What were your primary aims?

"The primary aim of the introduction of OPTITOOL OIL/4 EE was to
reduce the dispatching effort, increase transparency in the transport
logistics and ensure that the scheduling of the trucks runs at optimum
cost," says Rolf Schumpp.

Why did you chooseOPTITOOL?

This challenge could only be solved by the use of a software that allows the
planning and optimization of heating oil, diesel and lubricants. Rolf Schumpp,
authorized officer at Bürk-Kauffmann, exclusively saw this requirement
covered by OPTITOOL. As the market leader in the trip optimisation in the
energy sector (liquid gas, pellets, mineral oil, lubricants), OPTITOOL has
developed a solution that can be used for cross-department and cross-product
dispatching at several workstations:OPTITOOLOIL/4 (Enterprise Edition).

What are the special requirements for the supply of lubricants?

When dispatching lubricants, the variety of products and the corresponding
availability is a decisive criterion for dispatching.As soon as an order is planned,
the system automatically checks whether this product is sufficiently available in
the stock. As a result of this, the dispatcher is not forced to make time-
consuming checks in the ERP system.

Which functions are especially helpful for your company?

The trip planner is supported by the use of a digital map, the display of
company- and industry-specific features in a tree view and an evaluation mask.
The automatic trip optimization which leads to cost-optimized trips under
consideration of all required restrictions helps the dispatcher to make the right
decisions.

Bürk-Kauffmann

Overview
Mineral oil and lubricant service
provider
Founded in 1897
Internationally operating
20 vehicles

Location
Main Headquaters inVillingen-
Schwenningen
Sales partner of ESSOMobil

Description
By adhering to the highest quality
standards, we have earned the trust
of numerous private and well-known
corporate customers.With the
pioneer's experience, we have
developed into one of the most
important energy service providers in
the region in over 100 years and are a
strong sales partner for significant
brands such as ESSOMobil.

Rolf Schumpp,AuthorizedOfficer of Erhard Bürk-KauffmannGmbH

OPTITOOL GmbH
Im Gewerbepark D85
93059 Regensburg
www.optitool.de

20% reduction in workload

Increased transparency

Cost savings of 10%.

Our result:


